For the benefit of improved intermediate performance, recently online fountain codes attract much research attention. However, there is a trade-off between the intermediate performance and the full recovery overhead for online fountain codes, which prevents them to be improved simultaneously. We analyze this trade-off, and propose to improve both of these two performance. We first propose a method called Online Fountain Codes without Build-up phase (OFCNB) where the degree-1 coded symbols are transmitted at first and the build-up phase is removed to improve the intermediate performance. Then we analyze the performance of OFCNB theoretically. Motivated by the analysis results, we propose Systematic Online Fountain Codes (SOFC) to further reduce the full recovery overhead. Theoretical analysis shows that SOFC has better intermediate performance, and it also requires lower full recovery overhead when the channel erasure rate is lower than a constant. Simulation results verify the analyses and demonstrate the superior performance of OFCNB and SOFC in comparison to other online fountain codes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Fountain codes are a class of error control codes that can generate an infinite number of coded symbols from a limited number of source symbols. The code rates of fountain codes are not fixed. Thus these codes can adapt to various channel qualities. The concept of fountain codes was first introduced in [1] to distribute packet data in erasure channels. Luby Transform (LT) codes [2] are the first practical fountain coding schemes that are capacity-achieving for binary erasure channels (BECs). Then Raptor codes [3] were introduced to improve the errorfloor performance and reduce decoding complexity. Because of the low complexity and excellent performance, fountain codes are used in multimedia transmission [4] and relay networks [5] .
The performance of fountain codes is determined by the selection rule of source symbols, which is usually described by degree distributions of source symbols and coded symbols. Luby introduced the robust solition distribution (RSD) as the coded symbol degree distribution in [2] . The scheme in [6] proposed a new coded symbol degree distribution, which provides a smaller ripple size to reduce decoding overhead. The scheme in [7] proposed a modified the degree distribution of source symbols that maximized the minimum degree to improve the error-floor performance. The schemes in [8] and [9] modified the degree distributions of source symbols to improve the decoding convergence speed. Systematic fountain codes [10] - [12] can also be considered as modification on degree distributions of coded symbols. In [10] , the authors proposed systematic LT codes to reduce the encoding and decoding complexity. The scheme in [11] applied systematic LT codes in binary input additive white Gaussian noise (BIAWGN) channels and optimized the degree distribution of coded symbols. In [12] , systematic fountain codes with a truncated Poisson degree distribution were applied in distributed storage systems.
Recently the online property of fountain codes attracts much attention. The online property represents that once given an instantaneous decoding state, the encoder can find the optimal coding strategy efficiently. The online property can thus avoid the sub-optimal performance of SOFC is also analyzed and compared with the scheme in [15] . Simulation results validate the accuracy of our analyses and demonstrate the performance improvement of OFCNB and SOFC compared with different online fountain codes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the encoding and decoding process of on-line fountain codes in [15] . We propose the OFCNB and analyze its full recovery overhead and intermediate performance in Section III. In Section IV, we improve OFCNB by making it systematic and analyze its performance. Section V presents simulation results. Finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II. ONLINE FOUNTAIN CODES
In this section, we briefly review the uni-partite graph and the online fountain coding scheme proposed in [15] . For the online fountain codes, only the received coded symbols belonging to the following cases are used for decoding, and others are discarded.
• Case-1: The degree-m coded symbol that is the XOR of one unrecovered source symbol and m − 1 recovered source symbols.
• Case-2: The degree-m coded symbol that is the XOR of two unrecovered source symbol and m − 2 recovered source symbols.
The uni-partite graph is used to demonstrate the decoding state. Thus the decoding process can be monitored and adjusted. Different from the conventional bi-partite graph, which uses check nodes for coded symbols and variable nodes for source symbols, the nodes in uni-partite graph are only used to present source symbols, which are denoted as source nodes, as shown in Fig. 1 .
If a source symbol is recovered at the receiver, the corresponding source node is colored black, otherwise it is colored white. If a coded symbol is the XOR of two source symbols, the two source nodes are connected by an edge. A component in a uni-partite graph is a set of white source nodes that are connected by edges, and none of which is connected to any node outside the component. x 1
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Bi-partite Graph Uni-partite Graph The encoding process of the online fountain codes consists of the build-up phase and the completion phase, which is briefly described as follows.
A. Build-Up phase
We denote k the number of source symbols, and the fractional size of the largest component is denoted as β 0 (0 < β 0 < 1). The initial decoding graph is an uni-partite graph with k white nodes and no edges. First, coded symbols with degree-2 are transmitted to add edges and connect nodes in the decoding graph. Once the size of the largest component becomes kβ 0 , the receiver sends a feedback to the transmitter, and the transmitter starts to send degree-1 coded symbols, until the largest component turns black.
B. Completion phase
At the completion phase, the decoder at the receiver side feeds back the decoding state to the transmitter. The encoder at the transmitter side generates coded symbols based on the instantaneous decoding state and transmits them to the receiver. The decoder then processes those coded symbols, updates the decoding graph and feeds back the updated decoding state to the transmitter. The completion phase continues until all source nodes in the decoding graph turn black. That is, all source symbols are recovered at the receiver side. The details of the completion phase are as follows.
• Transmitter side: Given kβ black nodes where β is the percentage of recovered source symbols, the encoder calculates the optimal degree m that maximize the probability that the coded symbol is a Case-1 coded symbol or a Case-2 coded symbol. Then the encoder selects m source symbols uniformly and randomly to form a coded symbol and sends it to the receiver. The optimal degree m satisfies
where P 1 (m, β) and P 2 (m, β) are the probabilities that a degree-m coded symbol belongs to Case-1 or Case-2, respectively. P 1 (m, β) and P 2 (m, β) can be evaluated as
• Receiver side: A coded symbol is utilized to update the decoding graph if it belongs to Case-1 or Case-2, otherwise it is discarded. The decoder calculates the recovery rate β once the decoding graph is updated, and feeds it back to the encoder when the optimal degree changes because of an updated β.
III. ONLINE FOUNTAIN CODES WITHOUT BUILD-UP PHASE
In this section, we first propose an online fountain coding scheme without build-up phase (OFCNB), which has better intermediate performance than the conventional online fountain codes (OFC) in [15] . Moreover, we analyze the performance of OFCNB in two special cases based on the framework in [20] , and then extend the performance analysis to general cases.
A. The Proposed coding scheme
From Section II, it is clear that for OFC, no source node can turn black before degree-1 coded symbols are transmitted at the end of the build-up phase. That is, no source symbol can be recovered before the end of the build-up phase, which degrades the intermediate performance.
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If the degree-1 coded symbols are transmitted first, the processing of building a large component will result in a partial recovery of the source symbols, and the intermediate performance can be improved. In addition, Fig. 2 demonstrates the probability that a degree-m coded symbol belongs to Case-1 and Case-2 with varying recovery ratio β. From Fig. 2 we can see that when recovery rate β ≤ 0.5, the optimal degree is 2. Thus if we send degree-1 symbols beforehand and remove the build-up phase, the encoder in the completion phase behaves still the same as the build-up phase when β < 0.5. Moreover, note that the decoder holds the same rule for both build-up phase and completion phase. Thus the evolution of the decoding graph will stay the same. Motivated by the aforementioned fact, we introduce OFCNB as follows.
First, the encoder generates and transmits uniformly and randomly selected degree-1 coded symbols, until the decoder at the receiver recovers kγ 0 source symbols, where γ 0 (0 < γ 0 ≤ 1)
is a parameter that can be adjusted. Then the receiver sends a feedback to the transmitter side, and the encoder generates coded symbols with optimal degree m by substituting β = γ 0 in (1).
The rest of the encoding process is the same as the completion phase described in Subsection B of Section II.
By adjusting the value of γ 0 , we can achieve trade-off between the intermediate performance and the full recovery overhead. In general, a larger γ 0 means better intermediate performance but larger recovery overhead, and vice versa. The impact of parameter γ 0 will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
B. Performance Analysis for Small γ 0
We now provide performance analysis for the proposed OFCNB based on the framework in [20] , which we will briefly review for the purpose of a complete discussion as follows. In this subsection we will focus on the case that the parameter γ 0 is very small, i.e., γ 0 → 0.
At the beginning of OFCNB, randomly selected degree-1 coded symbols are transmitted.
Denote the expected number of degree-1 coded symbols that are required to recover s 1 source symbols as E(N small1 (s 1 )), we can have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: E(N small1 (s 1 )) is given by Proof: When γ 0 → 0, the probability that a source symbol is selected more than once is negligible. Thus one degree-1 coded symbol recovers one source symbol once it is received at the decoder.
Then the encoding process comes to the completion phase. We divide the newly proposed completion phase into two stages, i.e., γ 0 < β ≤ 0.5 for the first stage and 0.5 < β ≤ 1 for the second stage. For the first stage, the relationship between the number of recovered source symbols and the expected number of coded symbols required can be described as follows.
Theorem 2: Denote the number of required source symbols for recovering s 2 coded symbols at the first stage as N small2 (s 2 ), the expectation of N small2 (s 2 ) is expressed as follows:
Proof: For the first stage, from Fig. 2 we can see that only degree-2 coded symbols are generated and transmitted. Science γ 0 is small and can be neglected, the evolution of the decoding graph for the first stage is similar to the build-up phase of OFC.
For the build-up phase of OFC, the evolution of the decoding graph is affected by the average source symbol degree c, which is the average number of times that a source symbol is selected. where 0 < α < 1 and c > 1, and thus
Here N, the number of required degree-2 coded symbols for building a giant component of fractional size α, can be expressed as
since kc is the total number of times that source symbols are selected and the coefficient 1 2 means that a degree-2 coded symbol corresponds to two source symbols.
For the first stage of the proposed completion phase, because γ 0 k source symbols are already recovered, and the probability that they will connect to the giant component is Substitute α into (6), we have
For the second stage of the proposed completion phase, the relationship between the number of recovered source symbols and the number of required coded symbols is the same as the conventional completion phase in OFC. First we introduce the following two lemmas from [20] .
Lemma 1: At the completion phase, on average the recovery of one source symbol needs one coded symbol that is useful. We list the three types of useful symbols as follows.
• Build-Up edge: A coded symbol that corresponds to an edge in small components that are not connected to the giant component.
• Case-1 completion symbol: A coded symbol that belongs to Case-1 at the completion phase.
• Case-2 completion symbol: A coded symbol that belongs to Case-2 at the completion phase.
It is clear that Build-Up edges have connected two components into a single component, Case-2 completion symbols can connect two components, and a Case-1 completion symbol can turn a component into black.
Lemma 2: Denote N c1,2 (n) the number of Case-1 and Case-2 completion symbols required for recovering n source symbols at the completion phase with β 0 = 0.5. The expectation of N ca1,2 (n) is expressed as follows:
where E(N BU (n)) = 1 4 c 0 n is the expected number of Build-Up edges connected to n source symbols and 
The function P M (n), which denotes the probability that a transmitted coded symbol is a Case-1 or Case-2 completion symbol when n source symbols are recovered, can be expressed as
where m is defined as (1), P 1 (m, β) and P 2 (m, β) are defined as (2) and (3), respectively.
Proof: Note that in the first stage build-up edges will also be introduced. From Lemma 1
and Lemma 2 we can find that in order to recover one source symbol, there are
Case-1 or Case-2 completion symbols required. When s 0 source symbols are recovered at the second stage, in total s 0 + 1 2 k source symbols are recovered, and the probability that a coded symbol is a Case-1 or Case-2 completion symbol can be expressed as
).
Thus (1 − 1 4 c 0 )/P M (s 0 + 1 2 k) coded symbols are required for recovering one source symbol. Now we have s 0 + 1 source symbols recovered in the second stage. Continue this recovery process and by using induction we can obtain (8) . The detailed proof can be found in Section III from [20] .
Finally we can get the relationship between the number of recovered source symbols and the number of required coded symbols for the entire coding process when γ 0 → 0. Combing the three theorems above we present the following remark.
Remark 1: When γ 0 → 0, denote the number of required coded symbols for recovering s source symbols as N s (s), the expectation of N s (s) is expressed as follow:
Note that before stage 1 of the proposed completion phase, γ 0 k source symbols have been recovered. Before stage 2 of the proposed completion phase, 1 2 k source symbols have been recovered.
For OFC in [15] with β 0 = 0.5, we have
when s > 0.5 [20] , where N OF C (s) is the number of required coded symbols for recovering s source symbols in OFC. Note that no source symbols are recovered before k ln(2) coded symbols are transmitted. Comparing (10) and (11), we have following corollary. After we obtain performance analysis for the case where γ 0 → 0, we now analyze another
A large γ 0 means many degree-1 symbols are transmitted at first, which results in good intermediate performance. However, with an increasing number of source symbols recovered, the probability that a randomly selected degree-1 coded symbol is a recovered source symbol also becomes larger. Note that duplicate coded symbols are not helpful for decoding, which results in larger full recovery overheads. First we present the following theorem that describes the number of randomly selected degree-1 coded symbols required for recovering s 1 (s 1 < γ 0 k) source symbols.
Theorem 4: Denote the number of required degree-1 coded symbols for recovering s 1 (0 < s 1 ≤ γ 0 k) source symbols as N large1 (s 1 ), the expectation of N large1 (s 1 ) can be expressed as follows:
Proof: Because of random selection, the degree distribution of source symbols follows Poisson distribution [23] . The probability that a source symbol has a degree d can be expressed as
where c is the average degree of source symbols. Note that only degree-1 coded symbols are generated. That is, once a source symbol is selected to form a coded symbol, it can be recovered right away at the receiver side. Thus only degree-0 source symbols cannot be recovered, and we have E(
Because a degree-1 coded symbol will increase the average source symbol degree by 1, we have
and Theorem 4 is obtained.
We can also find that because the coded symbol degree is 1, all source symbols with degree d > 1 generates at least one duplicate coded symbol.
Theorem 5: At the completion phase, denote the number of coded symbols required for
can be expressed as
. 
In order to recover one more source symbol, the expectation of the required coded symbol is 1/P M (s 0 +γ 0 k). Continue this recovery process until we have s 2 +γ 0 k source symbols recovered, we can obtain Theorem 5.
Combing Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we can obtain the analysis for the entire encoding process.
Remark 2: When 0.5 ≤ γ 0 ≤ 1, denote the number of coded symbols required for recovering s source symbols as N l (s), the expectation of N l (s) is expressed as
Comparing the results in Remark 1 and Remark 2, we can obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6: Denote the number of coded symbols required to recover 1 2 k source symbols as N1 2 k . For an arbitrary γ 0 , we have
Proof: For the case that γ 0 is small enough to be neglected, only degree-2 coded symbols are generated before s = 1 2 k. For the case that γ 0 is larger than 0.5, only degree-1 coded symbols are generated before s = 1 2 k. The rest of situations are intermediate states of these two special cases, where both degree-2 coded symbols and degree-1 coded symbols are generated. Thus the number of required coded symbols to recover 1 2 k source symbols is bounded by E(N s ( 1 2 k)) and
When γ 0 → 0, from Remark 1 we have
, by neglecting γ 0 k we have
On the other hand, when 0.5 ≤ γ 0 ≤ 1, from Remark 2 we have
Thus
Based on Theorem 6, we can discuss the effect of γ 0 in detail. First we focus on the process when β < 0.5. If γ 0 is small, the encoding process will suffer from the phase transition, When β = 0.5, from Theorem 6, we can find the number of required coded symbols for recovering half of the source symbols is the same for different γ 0 .
Then we enter the process when the recovery rate β > 0.5. Comparing (8) with (13), we can find that a small γ 0 needs less full recovery overhead. If γ 0 > 0.5, degree-1 coded symbols are still generated after β > 0.5, but the probability that a degree-1 coded symbol belongs to Case-1 becomes small. Thus the full recovery overhead is larger for a larger γ 0 when γ 0 > 0.5. From the discussion above we can find that setting γ 0 > 0.5 results in larger overhead with the same intermediate performance compared with γ 0 = 0.5, thus is not recommended.
To sum up, we can formulate the following corollaries. 
D. Performance Analysis for General Situations
For any 0 < γ 0 < 0.5 that does not belong to the two special cases, when 0 < β < γ 0 , degree-1 coded symbols are generated, which can be analyzed by Theorem 4. When γ 0 < β < 0.5, degree-2 coded symbols are generated. It is considered as the first stage of the proposed completion phase. At last, when 0.5 ≤ β ≤ 1, degree-m coded symbols are generated. It is considered as the second stage of the proposed completion phase. First we need to explore how many degree-2 coded symbols become Build-Up edges, which are helpful for the second stage of the completion phase.
Theorem 7: For any 0 < γ 0 < 0.5, denote the number of Build-Up edges introduced by degree-2 coded symbols as N B . N B can be expressed as
where
Proof: For recovering 1 2 k source symbols with a given 0 < γ 0 < 0.5, from Theorem 4 we know −k ln(1 − γ 0 ) degree-1 coded symbols are needed, and from Theorem 6 we have E(N1 2 k ) = k ln (2) . Thus the number of degree-2 coded symbols generated for recovering 1 2 k source symbols is
The exact probability P u that a generated degree-2 coded symbol is a useful symbol is difficult to calculate because it changes with the recovery rate. Hence we use the averaged value of the maximum value of P u when β = γ 0 and the minimum value of P u when β = 0.5 as an approximation. Therefore, when ln(2 − 2γ 0 )k degree-2 coded symbols are generated, ln(2 − 2γ 0 )kP u coded symbols belong to Case-1 or Case-2 and are not discarded, which will contribute to the recovery of the rest ( 1 2 −γ 0 )k source symbols in the first stage, or contribute to the recovery in the second stage as Build-Up edges. It is clear that ( 1 2 − γ 0 )k Case-1 or Case-2 completion symbols are used for recovering ( 1 2 − γ 0 )k source symbols, and the rest are Build-Up edges. Then we can analyze the second stage of the completion phase. The expectation of N general3 (s 3 ) can be expressed as follows: Lastly we tackle the first stage of the proposed completion phase. We already know that in this stage ln(2 − 2γ 0 )k degree-2 coded symbols are generated, and ( 1 2 − γ 0 )k source symbols are recovered. Therefore, on average,
degree-2 coded symbols are required to recover one source symbol. We use this as an approximation, and obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4: For any 0 < γ 0 < 0.5, denote the number of required coded symbols for recovering s 2 source symbols at the first stage of the completion phase as N general2 (s 2 ). The expectation of N general2 (s 2 ) can be expressed as
Combing Theorem 4, Theorem 8 and Corollary 4, we can obtain analysis for the whole encoding process.
Remark 3: For any 0 < γ 0 < 0.5, denote the number of coded symbols required for recovering s source symbols as N g (s), the expectation of N g (s) is expressed as follows:
Note that for simplicity, the theoretical analysis is derived under lossless channels. However, it is straightforward to extend the results to lossy channels. Because the source symbols are selected uniformly and randomly, the source symbol degree distribution is Poisson distribution, and it remains Poisson distribution after random loss. Thus denote the channel erasure rate ǫ, the aforementioned analysis results just need to be extra divided by 1 − ǫ under lossy channels.
IV. SYSTEMATIC ONLINE FOUNTAIN CODES
In this section, we propose systematic online fountain codes (SOFC) motivated by analysis in Section III. We then analyze the performance of the proposed SOFC, and compare it with the performance of OFC in [15] .
A. Motivation and the Proposed Coding Scheme
OFCNB can trade-off performance between intermediate performance and full recovery overhead. However, affected by the random selection rule of source symbols, the performance of OFCNB is still not optimal, and can be improved. When γ 0 is small, as we mentioned in Theorem 2, the random selection results in phase transition [23] , before which a large number of small components are built and they will not turn black immediately. Thus we attempt to modify the selection rule of source symbols to reduce the effect of random selection. For the firstly transmitted degree-1 coded symbols, we propose to select source symbols only once. Hence there will be no redundant coded symbols. Since the degree-1 coded symbols are always useful now, they shall be generated as many as possible. Therefore we propose the systematic coding scheme as follows.
Systematic phase: The encoder selects and transmits source symbols one-by-one, with successive indexes, as a degree-1 coded symbol, until all source symbols are selected once.
Completion phase: The decoder calculates the recovery rate β and feeds it back to the encoder.
The encoder calculates the optimal coded symbols degreem based on (1), and randomly selectŝ m source symbols to generate a coded symbol. The rest of the completion phase is the same as Section II-B, and continues until all source symbols are recovered.
B. Performance Analysis and Comparison
Now we analyze the performance of SOFC. Since the selection rule is not random, the performance of SOFC is affected by the channel erasure rate ǫ. We start with the analysis in lossy channels.
Theorem 9: For SOFC, in the systematic phase, denote the number of coded symbols required for recovering s 1 source symbols as N sys1 (s 1 ). The expectation of N sys1 (s 1 ) can be expressed as
Proof: Note that in the systematic phase, once a degree-1 coded symbol is successfully received, it can recover one source symbol.
ǫ has a greater impact on the completion phase. First we discuss the situation where 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.5, since the other two situations, i.e., 0.5 < ǫ < 1 and ǫ → 1, are similar to OFCNB. If 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.5, we have 1 − ǫ ≥ 0.5, thus degree-2 coded symbols will not be generated in the completion phase.
Theorem 10: For SOFC, in the completion phase, denote the number of required coded symbols for recovering s 2 source symbols as N sys2 (s 2 ). When 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.5, the expectation of N sys2 (s 2 ) can be expressed as
where P M (i) is obtained in (9) .
Proof: When the systematic phase ends, k degree-1 coded symbols are generated and trans- When 0.5 < ǫ < 1, the performance is similar to OFCNB with 0 < γ 0 < 0.5, the completion phase can be divided into two stages, and degree-2 coded symbols are generated in the first stage and the Build-Up edges will be introduced. When ǫ → 1, the first stage of the completion phase is similar to OFCNB with γ 0 → 0. Denote the number of coded symbols required for recovering s 2 source symbols at the first stage of the completion phase as N sys2 (s 2 ), and the number of coded symbols required for recovering s 3 source symbols at the second stage of the completion phase as N sys3 (s 3 ), we derive the following two corollaries.
Corollary 5: When 0.5 < ǫ < 1, the expectation of N sys2 (s 2 ) can be expressed as
and the expectation of N sys3 (s 3 ) can be expressed as
and
Corollary 6: When ǫ → 1, the expectation of N sys2 (s 2 ) can be expressed as
Proof: Note that in SOFC, after the systematic phase, (1−ǫ)k source symbols are recovered.
While for OFCNB with 0 < γ 0 < 0.5, γ 0 k source symbols are recovered. Substitute γ 0 by 1 − ǫ we can obtain (24) to (27). The completion phase of SOFC is the same as OFCNB with γ 0 → 0 when ǫ → 1.
Combing Theorem 9, Theorem 10, Corollary 5 and Corollary 6 we have the following remark.
Remark 4: For SOFC, given the channel erasure rate ǫ, denote the number of required coded symbols for recovering s source symbols as N sys (s). When 0 < ǫ ≤ 0.5, the expectation of
When 0.5 < ǫ < 1, we have
When ǫ → 1 we have
Now we can compare the performance of SOFC, OFCNB and OFC. Because a large number of non-duplicated degree-1 coded symbols are generated, clearly SOFC has better intermediate performance than OFC and OFCNB even with large γ 0 . However, the full recovery overhead of SOFC is affected by the channel erasure rate ǫ. The following theorem compares the full recovery overhead.
Theorem 11: When ǫ > ǫ 0 , we have E(N sys (k)) ≤ E(N OF C (k)), where
Proof: When ǫ → 1, compare (32) with (11) we can find that the full recovery overhead is the same since k is negligible compared with k ln(2) 1−ǫ +
. When 0 ≤ ǫ < 1, note that recovering k source symbols requires k useful coded symbols, and the probability for generating useful coded symbols in the completion phase is the same for both OFC and SOFC.
Thus we evaluate the number of useful coded symbols in the build-up phase for OFC and in the systematic phase for SOFC. As we mentioned before, the performance of OFC is the same as OFCNB with γ 0 → 0. For OFC, k ln(2) coded symbols are required in the build-up phase, 1 2 k of them are utilized for recovering the first 1 2 k source symbols, and 1 4 c 0 · 1 2 k = 1 8 kc 0 of them are Build-Up edges that are helpful in the completion phase, and the rest symbols are discarded. Thus in total, there are 1 2 k + 1 8 kc 0 coded symbols useful. For SOFC, only systematic coded symbols are ensured to be useful. Thus only when more than 1 2 k + 1 8 kc 0 systematic coded symbols are received, we have E(N sys (k)) > E(N OF C (k)). Therefore we have
Thus Theorem 11 is obtained. 
A. Validation of Proposed Analysis
First we show the theoretical results from Section III. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the number of transmitted coded symbols and the number of recovered source symbols for OFCNB when k = 1000 and ǫ = 0. Theoretical and simulation results are presented for OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01, γ 0 = 0.3 and γ 0 = 0.5, corresponding to three situations that γ 0 → 0, 0 < γ 0 < 0.5
and 0.5 ≤ γ 0 ≤ 1, respectively. Simulation results for OFC with β 0 = 0.5 is also presented.
From Fig. 3 , first we can see our analysis matches well with simulation results in all of the three situations. We can also find that OFCNB always requires k ln(2) ≈ 694 coded symbols for recovering 1 2 k = 500 source symbols, as we demonstrated in Theorem 6. Compared with OFC, OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01 has better intermediate performance and the same full recovery overheads, as we demonstrated in Corollary 1. Interestingly, when β > 0.5, the curve of OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01 coincides with the curve of OFC, which validates that the second phase of OFCNB completion phase is the same as the completion phase of OFC, as we mentioned in Theorem 3.
With larger γ 0 , the intermediate performance of OFCNB becomes better but the full recovery overhead becomes larger, as we demonstrated in Corollary 2.
Then we present simulation results of SOFC matching with the analysis in Section IV. it is not demonstrated here. In Fig. 4 , the analysis for SOFC matches well with simulation results. It can be shown that the performance degrades with increasing ǫ. In Fig. 5 , we compare the performance of SOFC and OFC under channel erasure rate ǫ = 0.1, 0.3267, 0.5. Note that ǫ 0 = 1 2 − 1 8 c 0 ≈ 0.3267. As indicated in Theorem 11, when ǫ = 0.1 < ǫ 0 , the intermediate performance of SOFC is substantially better than OFC, and SOFC also requires less overhead for full recovery. When ǫ = ǫ 0 = 0.3267, SOFC still has better intermediate performance than
OFC. Yet after the systematic stage, the rate of recovery is not as fast as ǫ = 0.1, and the full recovery overhead of SOFC is the same as OFC. When ǫ = 0.5 > ǫ 0 , the completion phase of SOFC becomes long such that it requires slightly larger overhead for full recovery compared with OFC, while the intermediate performance of SOFC is still much better. Fig. 6 presents the BER performance of OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01 and SOFC under different channel erasure rate. The BER performance of OFC is also presented for comparison. We set k = 1000 and ǫ = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. The overhead is defined as N t /k, where N t is the number of transmitted coded symbols. From Fig. 6 , we can first see that in low BER regions, OFCNB has the same performance as OFC, while in high BER regions OFCNB has better BER performance than OFC, as has been demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Regarding the performance when ǫ = 0.1, SOFC has better BER performance than OFCNB and OFC. When ǫ = 0.3, the BER performance of SOFC is notablely better than OFCNB and OFC in high BER regions, and almost the same as OFCNB and OFC in low BER regions. When ǫ = 0.5, SOFC has worse BER performance than OFC and OFCNB. Moreover, error floor does not occur for both OFCNB and SOFC when BER is 10 −6 .
B. Performance Comparisons
In Fig. 7 and Table I we compare the performance of our proposed schemes with other online fountain coding schemes. We set k = 512 and ǫ = 0.1. For the proposed schemes, the performance of OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01 and SOFC is presented. For other online fountain coding schemes, we present OFC [15] , IOFC [20] , the scheme in [22] with quantized distance s = 50, and the scheme in [18] . We also present the upper bound in Fig. 7 corresponding to the situation where every coded symbol can recover one source symbol once it is received.
Among these online fountain coding schemes, IOFC and the scheme in [18] i.e., the scheme in [18] . Moreover, SOFC almost achieves the upper bound when ǫ = 0.1. Now we compare the number of feedback transmissions required for these schemes, for both β = 0.8 and full recovery, i.e. β = 1. We can find that SOFC requires no feedback when β = 0.8, since the completion phase of SOFC starts when β = 0.9. For full recovery, OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01 requires more feedback transmissions than other schemes, and SOFC requires a number of feedback transmissions comparable to OFC. This is because the optimal degree changes frequently with increasing β after β > 0.8, as we can observe from Fig. 2 . For OFC, there are several small components in the decoding graph. Thus once the small components turn black, β increase with a speed greater than 1/k. On the other hand, for OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01, there are fewer small components in the decoding graph. Thus the increment of β is smaller upon reception of a coded symbol, and resulting in more feedback transmissions than OFC for full recovery. For SOFC, there are no small components in the decoding graph. Thus it also requires more feedback transmissions than OFC for full recovery. However, the completion phase of SOFC is shorter, and it requires fewer feedback transmissions than OFCNB with γ 0 = 0.01 for β to increase to 1.
C. Further Reduction on Feedback Transmissions
Note that when β is large, although the optimal degreem changes frequently with increasing β, the change of P M (β), i.e., the probability that a coded symbol belongs to Case-1 or Case-2, is negligible and thus the updating ofm does not contribute significantly to full recovery. Therefore, we propose to updatem less frequently in order to reduce the number of feedback transmissions.
Denote the previously and newly calculated optimal degree as m o and m n , respectively, we propose to set a small threshold ∆p and only update the coded symbols degree when P 1 (m n , β) + P 2 (m n , β) > P 1 (m o , β) + P 2 (m o , β) + ∆p.
(34)
We denote the proposed scheme as the threshold-based feedback scheme and evaluate its performance.
In Fig. 8 and Table II , we present the intermediate performance, the full recovery overhead and feedback transmissions required for OFC, OFCNB and SOFC using the threshold-based feedback scheme, with ∆p = 0.01, k = 512 and ǫ = 0.1. It is demonstrated in Fig, 8 that the threshold-based feedback scheme has the same intermediate performance and full recovery overhead compared with conventional non-threshold-based scheme. Comparing Table II with   Table I , we can find that threshold-based feedback scheme can significantly reduce the number of feedback transmissions required. In addition, since feedback for SOFC occurs only after β > 0.9 when a newly calculatedm has negligible impact on P M (β), the reduction of feedback for SOFC is the most significant and it requires less feedback transmissions than OFC with the threshold-based feedback scheme. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed OFCNB to improve the intermediate performance of online fountain codes. By varying the parameter γ 0 , the number of required degree-1 coded symbols can be adjusted, and OFCNB can achieve a trade-off between the intermediate performance and the full recovery overhead. The relationship between the number of transmitted coded symbols and the number of recovered source symbols was analyzed for OFCNB with different γ 0 . We showed that OFCNB with γ 0 → 0 has better intermediate performance and requires the same full recovery overhead compared with OFC. Motivated by the analysis for OFCNB, we considered the source of the afromentioned trade-off to be the random selection of source symbols, and made OFCNB systematic as SOFC to improve both the intermediate performance and the full recovery overhead.
Theoretical analysis for SOFC was then proposed. We showed that SOFC has better intermediate performance for all channel erasure rates, and requires lower full recovery overhead when channel erasure rate is lower than a constant ǫ 0 . The proposed analyses were verified by simulation results, and the performance improvement of OFCNB and SOFC was observed in comparison with other online fountain coding schemes.
